
Ucamco (former Barco ETS) is a market leader in 

PCB CAM software and laser photoplotting systems 

with a global network of sales and support centers. 

Headquartered in Ghent, Belgium, Ucamco has 

more than 25 years of continuous experience in 

developing, supplying and supporting leading-

edge photoplotters and front-end tooling solutions 



Day to day business during quoting: 
     Many Quoting requests arrive every day. 

    Customers want a fast and adequate response. 

    Only 10-20% will be an order. Which means the 80-90% will not be an order!!  

     These jobs have to be handled anyway which need lots of labor, costs a lot of time  

     and money and disturbs the work in Sales and Engineering…..      

     So we need a software to help us….. 

         Integr8tor 

 Integr8tor is a  software tool to collect quoting parameters AUTOMATICALLY.  

 Integr8tor will also deliver a ready to use CAM job. 

 Features : 
 Collects the required parameters for quoting automatically.   

 Creates a ready to use job for CAM (Original Job).      

 Saves precious time for the engineers in both Sales and CAM. 

 Engineers can concentrate on their core Jobs.          

 Functions:  
 Integrated e-mail server accepts incoming mails. 

 Stackup recognition. 

 Registration, Polarity and Outline detection. 

 Layer renaming to the company’s naming convention. 

 Design analysis. 

 Detection of conflicts in data. 

 Deliverables:   

 QED Report in PDF and XML format. 

 A ready to use original job for use in CAM. 

(For Ucam, Genesis/InCam or Gerber-X based CAM systems)  

 Architecture:  
 Client – server architecture. 

 Automated knowledge-based background workflow applications. 

 Fast, off-line operation on server away from CAM.   

 Client application based on Adobe AIR technology:        

 Greater flexibility (readily customisable) 

 Access from any networked workstation  

         

   

       



       

Integr8tor’s workflow including the NEW AutoCam functionality 

By using integr8tor a lot of time can be saved in collecting information re-
quired for quoting.  

Users can deliver faster and more accurate quotes to customers. 



       

 Input formats Output 

 

 

 

 

 All known archive formats like zip, rar 7zip ; 

 All CAM input formats like, gerber-X, gerber-d, 

ODB++, Ucam Job, Ucam dpf; 

 All Drill / Rout formats like Excellon 1 and 2, S&M 

1000 and 3000, hitachi, Posalux; 

 Netlist formats like, IPC356A, IPC356B, Mentor 

NF, ODB netlist, Ucam Netlist, etc. 

 Documentation files; 

 Job archive; 

 Original job (DPF/ODB++/RS-274X) 

 Layer images (PDF/PNG) 

 QED Report (PDF/XML) 

 Rebuilt job (DPF/ODB++) 

 Clean job (DPF/ODB++) 

 CAM Report (PDF) 

 UFD Files  etc. 



 

       

You can predefine the values of the board and panel.  

what’s more, you can fill in the limit of the values, 
then the software will calculate and show you the op-



 QED Report 

       

 Single PCB view  Copper Layers  Bareboard  PCB Dimensions 

 General Summary  Drill Tools  Rout Tools  Panel utilization 

 Graphical Stackup  Finishes  Viaplug  Sheet optimizer 

 Archive Contents  Soldermask  Scoring  Process Parameters 

The QED report contains many sections with specific information. The report can be created in many different languages. 

Summary of most important parameters 

Top and Bottom 

view of finished PCB 



 

       

Detailed copper 

layer information  

Detailed Hole in-

formation 

Detailed Drill Tool 

information 

Detailed Finishes 

information 



Head Office: 

Ucamco NV. 

Bijenstraat 19 

9051 Gent Belgium. 

China Office: 

B26A, Chengzhongyayuan, 

Fuhua 3th Road,  

Futian District, Shenzhen, China.   

Phone   +86 18688968357 

Web: www.ucamco.com 

 


